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Josephson junction through a disordered topological insulator with helical magnetization
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We study supercurrent and proximity vortices in a Josephson junction made of disordered surface states of
a three-dimensional topological insulator with a proximity induced in-plane helical magnetization. In a regime
where the rotation period of helical magnetization is larger than the junction width, we find supercurrent
0 − π crossovers as a function of junction thickness, magnetization strength, and parameters inherent to the
helical modulation and surface states. The supercurrent reversals are associated with proximity induced vortices,
nucleated along the junction width, where the number of vortices and their locations can be manipulated by
means of the superconducting phase difference and the parameters mentioned above.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.214502

I. INTRODUCTION

Topological insulators (TIs) form a new state of matter which has offered novel prospects towards topological superconducting spintronics and topological quantum
computation [1–3]. The TIs provide a platform to observe
quantum relativistic phenomena, stemming from strong spinorbit interaction, such as the quantum spin Hall effect, spinmomentum locking, and manipulation of Dirac fermions (see
reviews [2,3]). The surface of three-dimensional TIs in the
presence of time reversal symmetry hosts metallic helical
states, i.e., for each momentum on the Fermi surface of
the surface states, the spin has a rigidly defined direction,
transverse to the momentum. Interestingly, the interplay of
superconductivity and magnetism at the surface of a TI
may give rise to topological superconductivity and Majorana
fermions, which has been receiving strong interest both
experimentally and theoretically [4–11].
To the best of our knowledge, the theoretical studies on
superconducting TI structures have considered fully ballistic
surface states. However, experimentally realistic systems
inevitably contain impurity scattering processes that can play
a key role in the actual quantum transport through the
surface states [6,9,12–14]. A theory for the disordered limit
of “superconducting” TI with the possibility of inclusion
of “magnetism” is still lacking. Therefore, with the rapid
experimental progress in TI heterostructures, such a theoretical
framework is becoming more essential for describing and
predicting important physical phenomena in this field. The
quasiclassical formalism is capable of providing such a
theoretical technique [15–17].
It is well understood that the ground state of a uniformly magnetized 3D metallic superconductor-ferromagnetsuperconductor (SFS) junction can be reverted from 0 to π by
varying the magnetization strength, F layer thickness, and the
system temperature, for a review see Refs. [15–17]. Such a
0 − π transition, first predicted theoretically [18–20], is now
well established experimentally [21–23]. The 0 − π crossover
is important for applications in quantum computations and
for the development of ultrafast switches in superconducting
spintronics and functional nanodevices [15–17]. On the other
hand, it is known that the free energy of the SFS Josephson
junction in the presence of the spin-orbit interaction in
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the F region has a minimum at phase difference φ = φ0 ,
(= 0,π ) [24–28] (the so-called φ0 junctions). Signatures of
the Josephson φ0 junction based on a nanowire quantum dot
were recently observed experimentally in Ref. [29]. We also
note that a φ0 junction may be also achieved in a different
situation where the superconducting phase is random along
the junction width [30].
It was shown that the critical supercurrent shows no
reversal in Josephson junctions made of ballistic surface
states of a TI (S-TI-S) with proximity induced “uniform”
magnetization [31]. This follows from the fact that the TI
surface states do not respond to a static and uniform in-plane
magnetic (or exchange) field due to the momentum-spin locking of Dirac fermions. In-plane magnetic fields via Zeeman
effect simply shift the surface Dirac cones in momentum
space. Thus the current-phase relation has a phase shift of
φ0 , proportional to the junction thickness and the Zeeman
energy.
Here we generalize a quasiclassical approach for disordered
surface states of three-dimensional TIs in the presence of swave superconductivity and in-plane magnetization with an
arbitrary pattern. We derive the Eilenberger equation [32],
which describes the system from a fully ballistic to a weakly
disordered regime. We also derive the Usadel equation [33],
governing the transport of quasiparticles in fully disordered TI
surface states where diffusive motion dominates the ballistic
one.
We first employ the Usadel approach for a S-TI-S junction
with uniform magnetization and show that similarly to the
ballistic limit the critical supercurrent is featureless and an
exchange field parallel to the S-TI interfaces transfers into the
superconducting phase difference across the junction. We then
study the supercurrent in a diffusive 2D S-TI-S with an in-plane
helical magnetization, illustrated in Fig. 1. Interestingly, we
find that multiple supercurrent reversals and proximity vortices
can appear by simply manipulating the helical magnetization
parameters and varying the junction thickness.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the
next section (Sec. II), we describe our model and discuss
main results. In Sec. III, we present the detailed analytical
derivations of the Eilenberger and Usadel equations as well as
the supercurrent through TI, and finally, in Sec. IV, we present
concluding remarks.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a superconductor (S)-topological insulator
(TI)-superconductor junction with a helical magnetization pattern.
The magnetization vector follows a helical pattern given by h(r) =
h0 (cos Qy, sin Qy,0). The junction plane resides in the xy plane so
that the S-TI interfaces lie in the y direction at x = 0,dF . The junction
has a length and width of dF and WF , respectively. The superconducting electrodes are connected to the diffusive surface states of the
TI through tunneling barriers.
II. MAIN RESULTS

The equation for the Green function of quasiparticle at the
surface of 3D TI reads


0
−iωn + Ĥ (r)
Ǧ(ωn ; r,r )
0
iωn + σ̂ y Ĥ ∗ (r)σ̂ y
= δ(r − r ) +

1
Ǧ(ωn ; r,r)Ǧ(ωn ; r,r ),
π ντ

(1)

where the Hamiltonian Ĥ (r) = −iα(∇ × ez ) · σ̂ + h(r) · σ̂ −
μ describes the surface states of the TI with a proximity
induced in-plane exchange field h(r) = (hx (r),hy (r),0). Here,
α is the Fermi velocity, μ is the chemical potential, ez is an unit
vector normal to the surface of TI, and σ̂ is a vector comprised
of the Pauli matrices acting on the spin degree of freedom. We
assume  = kB = 1 throughout the paper. The Green function
is averaged over a nonmagnetic scattering potential V (r),
which is assumed Gaussian V (r)V (r ) = δ(r − r )/π ντ ,
where τ is the mean free time of particles in the disordered
system and ν = μ/2π α 2 is the density of states per spin at the
Fermi level of the normal state of the TI. The matrix structure
of the Green function in the rotated particle-hole and spin basis
has the following form:


−F̂ (ωn ; r,r )i σ̂ y
−Ĝ(ωn ; r,r )

Ǧ(ωn ; r,r ) =
ˆ (ω ; r,r )σ̂ y ,
−i σ̂ y F̂ † (ωn ; r,r ) σ̂ y Ḡ
n
where ωn = π T (2n + 1) is the Matsubara frequency, T is the
temperature, and n ∈ Z. The check symbol 1̌ represents 4 × 4
matrices in the particle-hole and spin spaces, while the hat
symbol 1̂ defines 2 × 2 matrices. Notice that the off-diagonal
components of the Green function describe the penetration of
Cooper pairs into the surface states.
In order to solve Eq. (1), we employ the quasiclassical
approximation, which results in the Eilenberger equation [32]
for the surface channels:


α
ǧ
{η̂,∇ ǧ} = ǧ,ωn τ̂ z + ih · σ̂ τ̂ z + iμη̂ · nF +
, (2)
2
τ
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where we have performed a Fourier transformation of the
Green function Eq. (2) with respect to the relative space
arguments and then taken the integral over ξp = αp − μ
 dξ
which results in ǧ(ωn ; R,nF ) = πip Ǧ(ωn ; R,p). Here, nF =
pF /|pF | is an unit vector in the direction of momentum pF at
Fermi level μ = αpF , η̂ ≡ (−σ y ,σ x ) is the vector of Pauli
matrices and τ̂ z is a Pauli matrix acting in the particlehole space. The disorder potential scatter quasiparticles in
random directions in the momentum space. Therefore one can
integrate the quasiclassical Green function over all possible
directions of quasiparticle momentum ǧ. To find a solution
to Eq. (2), we expand the Green function through Pauli
matrices ǧ = (ĝ  1̂ + ĝ · η̂ + ĝz σ̂ z )/2, where ĝ = (ĝx ,ĝy ,0).
The spin structure of ǧ in the limit of |h|
μ is defined by
the conduction band projector (1 + η̂ · nF )/2. We find that
the main contributing components of ǧ commute with η̂nF .

Hence, the ĝz component is smaller than ĝ  and ĝx,y
by a
1
1 and can be neglected.
factor of ∼max( τ ,|h|)/μ
In the diffusive limit, the Green function can be expanded up to the first two terms of 2D harmonics, namely,
ĝ  (ωn ; R,nF ) = ĝs (ωn ; R) + nF · ĝa (ωn ; R), where the zero
harmonic is isotropic and its amplitude is larger than the
first harmonic. We substitute this expansion into Eq. (2) and
perform an integration over momentum directions. By taking
ˆ ĝs , which results in
a spin trace, we arrive at ĝa = −2ατ ĝs ∇
the Usadel equation [33]:
ˆ ĝs ) = [ωn τ̂ z ,ĝs ].
ˆ ĝs ∇
D ∇(

(3)

Here, D = α 2 τ denotes the diffusion coefficient in the TI. We
ˆ so that ∇X
ˆ = ∇X +
have defined a covariant derivative ∇
i
z
(h
e
−
h
e
)[
τ̂
,X],
in
which
e
are
unit
vectors
in the
y x
x,y
α x y
x,y directions. Contrary to the zero harmonics of the Green
function expansion, the first harmonic satisfies a nondiffusive
equation due to the fast spin relaxation time proportional to
the mean free time at the surface. This finding is consistent
with that of the electron spin and charge densities at the TI
surface in the absence of superconductivity [12,13]. We note
that the Usadel equation for an electron gas with spin-orbit
coupling in the presence of a Zeeman field was derived in
Ref. [34]. Here, we, however, focus on the disordered surface
states of a topological insulator, which are described by the
Dirac Hamiltonian. We utilize the derived Usadel equation to
study the supercurrent and proximity induced vortices’ profile
in a 2D Josephson junction with helical magnetization.
Using the definition of quasiclassical Green functions, we
obtain an expression for the charge current density in the
diffusive limit:
π iσN 
ˆ ĝs ],
T
J=−
Tr[τ̂ z ĝs ∇
(4)
4e
n
where σN = 2e2 νD is the normal-state conductivity. To
calculate the charge supercurrent flow across the junction
shown in Fig. 1, one needs to find a solution to Eq. (3) in the TI
region and match the Green function at S-TI boundaries. Here,
we assume that the TI surface is sandwiched between two
spin-orbit free s-wave superconducting electrodes. We will
consider the limit of low transparency of the S-TI interfaces
so that the spin-singlet Cooper pairs tunnel from the superconducting leads into the surface states and thus employ the
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Kupriyanov-Lukichev boundary conditions for the Green
function at the contacts [35,36]. The leakage intensity of the
superconducting correlations is controlled by the parameter
γ
1, which is the ratio of resistance per unit area of
the surface of the tunneling barrier to the resistivity of the
diffusive TI surface states. To derive the boundary conditions
for the S-TI-S junction considered in this paper, one should
follow Refs. [35,36] and consider the effect of momentumspin locking. One therefore straightforwardly arrives at the
following expression for the boundary conditions: 2γ ĝs n ·
ˆ ĝs = [ĝs ,ĝSC ], where the unit vector n points normal to the
∇
boundary and the Green function in the superconducting lead
ĝSC (ωn ) is given by its bulk solution.
To begin, we first consider a wide S-TI-S junction with a
uniform in-plane exchange field: h(R) = (hx ,hy ,0), where the
junction width is larger than its length WF
dF , as shown
in Fig. 1. Deriving the Green function and plugging into
the expression for the charge current density Eq. (4), using
 +W /2
I = −WFF/2 dyJx (y), we obtain


2hy dF
π dF2
N sin φ +
I =
,
2e γ 2 RN
α
N =T


n

(5)

| |2 csch(kn dF )
,
2
ωn + | |2
kn dF

where RN = dF /σN WF , | | and φ denote the superconducting
 gap and phase difference across the contact, and
kn = 2|ωn |/D + (2hx /α)2 . As seen, the hx component of
the magnetization, along the current flow direction, plays a
depairing role and supresses the supercurrent monotonically.
The transverse component hy , however, causes a shift in
the superconducting phase difference. Similar effects were
also predicted in the fully ballistic S-TI-S counterparts via
the Bogoliubov de Gennes approach [31]. Therefore one
concludes that the nonmagnetic disorders in a uniformly
magnetized S-TI-S heterostructure are unable to alter the
phase shift in the current phase relation and only modify the
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amplitude of the critical current through the surface states of
TI, the same as temperature.
We now turn to a 2D S-TI-S junction with helical magnetization depicted in Fig. 1. The helical pattern is given
by h(R) = h0 (cos Qy, sin Qy,0), where Q = q/WF and q
determines the actual pattern of the magnetization. The helical
magnetization with a period of ≈10 nm was already observed
experimentally in manganese on a tungsten substrate through
spin-polarized tunneling experiments [37]. In order to solve
Eq. (3) we consider limits WF
dF for q
1 and WF
1. We substitute the Green function, obtained for
qdF for q
the configuration shown in Fig. 1, into Eq. (4) and find the
supercurrent:


 +WF /2
dy
π dF2
2h0 dF
I =
N
sin
φ
+
sin
Qy
,
y
2e γ 2 RN −WF /2 WF
α
(6)
 | |2 csch(kn,y dF )
,
Ny = T
ωn2 + | |2
kn,y dF
n

where kn,y = 2|ωn |/D + (2h0 /α)2 cos2 Qy. As seen, the
integrand in Eq. (6) is a highly nonlinear function of y. We
have numerically integrated Eq. (6) and plotted the critical
supercurrent as a function of q and dF in Fig. 2. To plot
the currents,
we have normalized lengths by a length scale
√
ξS = D/| |, energies by the superconducting gap | |,
defined the Thouless energy εT = D/dF2 , and normalized the
c
critical current I c by its maximum value Imax
in the interval
calculated. We consider a low-temperature regime and set a
fixed normalized temperature at T /Tc = 0.01, where Tc is the
superconducting critical temperature. Figure 2(a) illustrates
the critical supercurrent profile as a function of q at h0 =
5.0π | | for different values of dF . At small values of junction
length, dF ≈ 2.0ξS , the supercurrent changes sign at a single
value of 0.4π < q < 0.5π . At larger values of junction length,
however, we see that the supercurrent undergoes multiple
reversals and the Josephson ground state oscillates between 0
and π phase differences. Figure 2(b) shows the critical current
as a function the junction length for different q. These patterns
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FIG. 2. Normalized critical supercurrent through diffusive TI surface states with an induced helical magnetization. (a) Shows the critical
current as a function of rotation parameter q at three different values of junction length: dF = 2.0ξS ,2.5ξS ,3.5ξS . (b) Shows the critical current
as a function of junction length dF for q = 0.1π,0.4π , and 0.7π . The junction ground state oscillates between 0 and π superconducting phase
difference by varying q,dF ,h0 .
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of critical current are reminiscent of those found in Ref. [38]
for a 3D metallic superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor
junction. One should note, however, that the nature of the
0 − π transitions explored in this paper is essentially different
from those of Ref. [38]. Here, the supercurrent reversals appear
solely due to the helical magnetization which is locked to the
quasiparticle momentum. Whereas in a metallic system the
exchange field plays a dephasing role on the Cooper pairs and
causes oscillations in the Cooper pair amplitude, which yields
supercurrent reversal. To gain more insights, we may simplify
Eq. (6) by considering a slow rotating magnetization so that
q < 1 and neglect the x component of magnetization. In this
limit, we find a simple expression for the supercurrent which
clearly illustrates the damped oscillatory behavior of critical
current as a function of qh0 dF /α:
I=

π dF2
sin(qh0 dF /α)
sin φ.
N0
2e γ 2 RN
qh0 dF /α

(7)

The normalized critical supercurrent I c as a function of h0 for
various values of dF is shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that the critical
supercurrent changes sign upon varying the magnetization
intensity h0 . Considering Eq. (7), the supercurrent 0 − π
crossovers appear at qh0 dF /α = nπ (n = ±1, ± 2,...). Taking α ≈ 107 cm/s and h0 ≈ 5 meV, the first 0 − π transition
happens in a junction of length dF = 200 nm for q ≈ 0.2π .
In addition to the current density, the absolute value of the
Cooper pair wave function [17] can be expressed in the slow
rotation mode by


h0 dF
φ
T  | |csch(kn dF /2)

+
Qy ,
cos
U (y) =
4γ n
2
α
ωn2 + | |2
(8)
which can provide information about the proximity vortices.
It is evident that both the current density and U (y) vanish at
φ±nπ
locations y/WF = 2qh
α, n = ±1, ± 3, . . . provided that
0 dF
−1/2 < y/WF < +1/2. These points correspond to the normal cores of proximity vortices in TI [39]. It is straightforward
to show that the proximity vortices are present in the case of
helical magnetization and q can control the number of vortices.

Ic

d F = 2.0ξ
S

2.5ξ S

3.0ξ S

3.5ξ S

−1

10

c
Imax

III. DERIVATIONS OF MAIN RESULTS
A. Eilenberger equation

The Hamiltonian describing the Rashba type surface states
of a three-dimensional topological insulator (TI) with the
proximity induced ferromagnetism with an in-plane exchange
field, h(r) = (hx (r),hy (r),0), reads
Ĥ (r) = −iα(∇ × ez ) · σ̂ + h(r) · σ̂ − μ,

−2

10

where α is the Fermi velocity, characterizing the surface states,
ez is a unit vector normal to the surface of TI with chemical
potential μ, σ̂ is a vector comprised of the Pauli matrices,
and the hat symbol (1̂) denotes 2 × 2 matrices. We here
consider the Rashba type throughout our calculations. However, through the available symmetries in the formulations,
our results can be easily extended to the Dresselhaus type,
−iβD ∇ · σ̂ , by simple prescriptions given at the end of our
Sec. III B. Therefore without losing generality, we derive the
Eilenberger and Usadel equations for the Rashba type surface
states.
The electron Green function is defined by
†

Gab (τ1 − τ2 ; r1 ,r2 ) = −iTτ a (τ1 ,r2 )b (τ2 ,r2 ),

(10a)

Ḡab (τ1 − τ2 ; r1 ,r2 ) = −iTτ a† (τ1 ,r1 )b (τ2 ,r2 ),

(10b)

Fab (τ1 − τ2 ; r1 ,r2 ) = +iTτ a (τ1 ,r1 )b (τ2 ,r2 ),

(10c)

†

†

Fab (τ1 − τ2 ; r1 ,r2 ) = +iTτ a† (τ1 ,r1 )b (τ2 ,r2 ),

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(10d)

where a ≡ ↑,↓ and b ≡ ↑,↓ define the electron spin projections, and τ1 ,τ2 are the imaginary times at r1 ,r2 , respectively.
To simplify our derivations, we have introduced a unitary
rotation in the particle-hole and spin spaces:


−Ĝ(ωn ; r,r )
Ǧ(ωn ; r,r ) =
−i σ̂ y F̂ † (ωn ; r,r )



−F̂ (ωn ; r,r )i σ̂ y
ˆ (ω ; r,r )σ̂ y ,
σ̂ y Ḡ
n
(11)

−3

10

(9)

here
we
performed
a
Fourier
transformation

Ǧ(ωn ; r,r ) = T n e−iωn τ Ǧ(τ ; r,r ) to Matsubara frequency
ωn = π T (2n + 1) where T is the temperature and n ∈ Z.
Check symbol 1̌ defines 4 × 4 matrices in the particle-hole
and spin spaces. The off-diagonal components of the Green
function (11) matches to those of superconducting bulk
solutions at the boundaries and describe the penetration of the
Cooper pairs into the TI surface states.
Considering a Gaussian distribution for the nonmagnetic
impurity scattering potential V (r), one finds

0

10
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10

V (r)V (r ) =

h0 /πΔ
FIG. 3. Normalized critical supercurrent through the TI surface
channel with a slow rotating magnetization, q = 0.3π , as a function
of magnetization intensity h0 for different values for the junction
thickness dF = 2.0ξS ,2.5ξS ,3.0ξS ,3.5ξS .

1
μ
δ(r − r ), ν =
,
π ντ
2π α 2

(12)

where τ is the mean free time of particles in the disordered
system and ν is the density of states per spin at the Fermi level
of the normal state of TI. In this particle-hole and spin rotated
system, we arrive at the following equation for the particle
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Green function averaged over the scattering potential:


−iωn + Ĥ (r)
−g
Ǧ(ωn ; r,r )
g∗
iωn + σ̂ y Ĥ ∗ (r)σ̂ y
1
Ǧ(ωn ; r,r)Ǧ(ωn ; r,r ), (13)
π ντ
the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (13) is defined
by the self-energy part of the averaged Green function. Here
we allow for the proximity induced minigap g in the surface
states of the TI.
We first subtract from Eq. (13) its conjugated equation and
perform a Fourier transformation with respect to the relative
space arguments:
 

δr
dp
δr
=
Ǧ(ωn ; R,p)eip·δr ,
Ǧ ωn ; R + ,R −
2
2
(2π )2
= δ(r − r ) +

(14)




in which we have defined R = (r + r )/2, δr = r − r , and
denoted the momentum vector of the quasiparticles by p. We
also define a new parameter ξp = αp − μ and by making use
of the fact that the Green function peaks at the Fermi surface,
we obtain the quasiclassical Green function

dξp
Ǧ(ωn ; R,p).
ǧ(ωn ; R,nF ) =
(15)
πi

energy scales available in the system. We immediately find
that leading contributions to ǧ commute with η̂nF . Thus

ĝz component is smaller than ĝ  and ĝx,y
by a factor of
1
1 and can be neglected. Also, the spin
∼max( τ ,|h|)/μ
structure of ǧ is proportional to the conduction band projector
(1 + η̂nF )/2 in the limit of |h|
μ. We then set ĝ = nF ĝ 
and propose a solution to Eq. (17) in the form of a direct
product of two 2 × 2 matrices:
ǧ(ωn ; R,nF ) = ĝ  (ωn ; R,nF )
where we define
ĝ  =



−g
if ∗

1 + η̂ · nF
,
2


−if
.
ḡ

(19)

(20)

Notice that the conduction band projector satisfies (1 +
η̂nF )2 /4 = (1 + η̂nF )/2 and serves as the source of superconducting triplet correlations in the system. Substituting
expression (19) into Eq. (13), we arrive at the following
equation:
α(η̂ + nF ) · ∇ ĝ  = ĝ  (1 + η̂ · nF ),ωn τ̂ z + ih · σ̂ τ̂ z
+i ˇ +

ĝ  (1 + η̂ · nF )
.
2τ

(21)

Using this assumption, we obtain the Eilenberger
equation [32]:


α
ǧ
z
z
{η̂,∇ ǧ} = ǧ,ωn τ̂ + ih · σ̂ τ̂ + iμη̂ · nF + i ˇg +
,
2
τ

In the limit of diffusive motion of quasiparticles, the Green
function can be expanded through the first two terms of 2D
harmonics, namely,

(16)

where the zero harmonic in the expansion is isotropic and its
nF · ĝa .
amplitude is much larger than the first harmonic: ĝs
We now substitute the expanded Green function, Eq. (22),
into Eq. (21) and perform an integration over momentum
directions. By taking a spin trace, we finally arrive at

+

g∗ τ̂ − )/2,

±

where η̂ = (−σ̂ ,σ̂ ), ˇg = σ̂ (−g τ̂ +
and τ̂ =
τ̂ x ± i τ̂ y . This equation governs moving quasiparticles in
ballistic (where 1/τ → 0) systems and those with weak
nonmagnetic impurities with a finite τ .
y

0

x

ˆ · ĝa = 2(ĝs ,ωn τ̂ z + i ˇg ).
α∇

B. Usadel equation

The Eilenberger equation can be simplified in systems with
strong disorders such that μ > 1/τ > |ωn |,|h|,|g |. In this
case, the quasiparticles follow diffusive trajectories which is
the so-called diffusive regime [33]. In the diffusive regime of
the surface states, one can integrate the quasiclassical Green
function, Eq. (15), over all possible directions of quasiparticle
momentum:
 2π
dnF
pF
ǧ(ωn ; R,nF ), nF =
, (17)
ǧ(ωn ; R,nF ) ≡
2π
|pF |
0
where nF is the polar angle of the vector nF in the plane of TI
surface. We note that Eq. (17) is similar to the kinetic equation
for the Keldysh component of the Green function of TI in the
normal state [13].
To find a solution to Eq. (17), we expand the Green function
through the Pauli matrices:
ĝ  1̂ + ĝ · η̂ + ĝz σ̂ z
,
(18)
2
where ĝ = (ĝx ,ĝy ,0). We assume that the Fermi energy in
the conduction band of the TI is much larger than all other
ǧ =

ĝ  (ωn ; R,nF ) = ĝs (ωn ; R) + nF · ĝa (ωn ; R),

(22)

(23)

ˆ so that
Here, we have defined a new operator ∇
ˆ = ∇X + i (hx ey − hy ex )[τ̂ z ,X],
(24)
∇X
α
where ex,y are unit vectors in the x,y directions. Multiplying
Eq. (21) by nF and integrating it over momentum directions,
we find the following expression for the first harmonic term of
the Green function expansion ĝa :
ˆ ĝs .
ĝa = −2ατ ĝs ∇

(25)

To obtain the Usadel equation, it suffices we substitute Eq. (25)
into Eq. (23), which yields
ˆ ĝs ) = [ωn τ̂ z + i ˇg ,ĝs ],
ˆ · (ĝs ∇
D∇

(26)

where the diffusion coefficient is denoted by D = α 2 τ . In the
case ˇg = 0, Eq. (26) leads to Eq. (3). The singlet part of the
Green function, ĝs , satisfies the Usadel equation Eq. (26). In
contrast, due to fast spin relaxation time, which is given by the
mean free time in the TI, the motion of the spin part, ĝa , is not
diffusive, and satisfies Eq. (25). To obtain the Eilenberger and
Usadel equations for surface states with the Dresselhaus type
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of spin-orbit coupling, one simply should use η = (σx ,σy ) in
the Eilenberger equation, Eq. (17), and change α to βD . In
the Usadel equation, Eq. (26), however, one can perform the
replacement below:
ˆ = ∇X + i (hx ex + hy ey )[τ̂ z ,X].
∇X
βD

(27)

C. Boundary conditions and the current density

We consider the low transparency limit of the interface
(tunneling barrier) between the TI and superconductor [35,36].
We neglect the inverse proximity effect so that the Green
function in the superconductor at the interface is given by its
bulk solution. Assuming that the electron tunneling across the
TI-S interface is spin-conserving, while it is not momentum
conserving, we eventually arrive at the following expression:
ˆ ĝs = [ĝs ,ĝSC ],
2γ ĝs n · ∇

ĝSC (ωn ) = 

1
ωn2 + | |2

i
ωn τ̂ z + (− τ̂ + +
2

∗ −

τ̂ ) ,
(29)

is the Green function in the superconductor, in which | | is
the superconducting gap. The low transparency of the interface
leads to large parameter γ
1, which is the ratio of resistance
per unit area of the surface of the tunneling barrier to the
resistivity of the TI.
Let us now present the current density in the TI. The current
density flowing across the surface of TI is given by
eα 
T
J=
lim Tr[τ̂ z η̂Ǧ(ωn ,r,r )],
r →r
2
n

In the low proximity limit, we can expand the Green
function around the bulk solution, which yields


−if+ (ωn ; R)
sign(ωn )
ĝs (ωn ; R) =
.
(32)
if− (ωn ; R)
−sign(ωn )
The low proximity limit is experimentally relevant and can
be easily achieved in temperatures near the superconducting
critical temperature or low transparent SC-TI contacts, for
instance. To derive the current density, and consequently the
total supercurrent through a helical magnetization, we use
the Usadel equation (26). We will consider homogeneous
and helical magnetization as shown in Fig. 1, which can be
described by
h = (hx ,hy ,0),
h(y) = h0 (cos Qy, sin Qy,0),

(31)

Substituting expression (25) into (30), we obtain the current
density in the diffusive limit, Eq. (4).

(33a)
(33b)

where Q = q/WF . To avoid complication, we assume that the
inverse proximity effect is neglegible and the magnetization
is restricted within 0 < x < dF . Moreover, we consider a
situation where the Josephson penetration length λJ is larger
than the junction width and ignore the effect of magnetic
field induced by the supercurrent itself [40,41]. Otherwise, one
should solve the Usadel equation together with the Maxwell
equations self-consistently. We assume that the junction width
(WF ) is larger than the length (dF ), WF
dF and arrive at the
following differential equations for the anomalous components
of the Green function:


2ihy (y) 2
4h2 (y)
2|ωn |
f± .
∂x ∓
f± − x 2 f± =
(34)
α
α
D
The corresponding boundary conditions in this case result in

(30)

where e > 0 is the absolute value of electron charge. Rewriting
the current density through the quasiclassical Green function,
we find
eα 
J = iπ T
Tr[τ̂ z ĝa ].
4
n

D. Derivation of supercurrent through topological insulator
with uniform and helical magnetizations

(28)

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary and
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| |e∓iφ/2
γ [∂x ∓ 2ihy (y)/α]f∓ |x=−dF /2 = 
,
ωn2 + | |2

(35a)

| |e±iφ/2
,
γ [∂x ∓ 2ihy (y)/α]f∓ |x=+dF /2 = − 
ωn2 + | |2

(35b)

where φ is the superconducting phase difference across
the junction and the transparency of SC-TI contacts can
be controlled through parameter γ . To derive boundary
conditions (35), we assume that
|ωn |f+ , which is
justified by the SC-TI interface with low transparency. The
Usadel equation and associated boundary conditions yield the
following solutions:

f+ =

ch(kn,y (x − dF /2)) iφ/2+i 2hy (y) (x+dF /2) ch(kn,y (x + dF /2)) −iφ/2+i 2hy (y) (x−dF /2)
−| |
α
α

,
e
e
+
2
2
sh(kn,y dF )
sh(kn,y dF )
γ kn,y ωn + | |

(36a)

f− =

ch(kn,y (x − dF /2)) −iφ/2−i 2hy (y) (x+dF /2) ch(kn,y (x + dF /2)) iφ/2−i 2hy (y) (x−dF /2)
−| |
α
α

,
e
e
+
sh(kn,y dF )
sh(kn,y dF )
γ kn,y ωn2 + | |2

(36b)
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where we have introduced a wave vector

kn,y = 2|ωn |/D + (2hx (y)/α)2 .
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and
(37)

The supercurrent density in the low proximity limit, we
consider here involves the anomalous components of Green
function:
π iσN 
T
[f+ (∂x + 2ihy (y)/α)f−
Jx (y) = −
4e
n
−f− (∂x − 2ihy (y)/α)f+ ].

(38)

To find the total current flow across the junction in the x
direction, one needs to integrate the current density, given by
expression (38), over the junction width, WF , along the y axis:
 +W /2
I = −WFF/2 dyJx (y). By plugging the solutions found, (36),
into (38), we obtain the total charge supercurrent, flowing
through the junction:


 +WF /2
2hy (y)dF
π dF2
dy
,
I =
Ny sin φ +
2e γ 2 RN −WF /2 WF
α
(39)
 | |2 csch(kn,y dF )
Ny = T
.
ωn2 + | |2
kn,y dF
n
It is instructive to consider several limiting cases of expression (39). In the limit of homogeneous exchange field we
immediately obtain Eq. (5). Also, by considering the slow
rotation limit, where q < 1, of the helical magnetization given
by Eq. (33) we find Eq. (7). As seen, the critical Josephson
current in this slow rotating regime, q < 1, shows similar
features, as a function of qh0 dF /α, to those of conventional
metallic wide junctions subject to an external magnetic field.
E. Proximity vortices

We have full numerically solved the Usadel equation in
the presence of the helical magnetization given by Eq. (33).
Substituting the solutions into the current density expression,
Eq. (38), and the absolute value of the Cooper pair wave
function below:
T 
U (x,y) ≡ −
(f+ + f− ),
(40)
8 n
we determine the spatial maps of the supercurrent and Cooper
pair wave function inside the surface states of TI. Our results
demonstrate that the current density and Cooper pair wave
function are both zero at specific locations along the junction
width at x = 0, which indicates the nucleation of proximity
vortices in this class of Josephson junctions. The existence
of such proximity vortices was quite recently confirmed
experimentally in 3D metallic SNS junctions [39]. To gain
better insights, we investigate the proximity vortices through
the analytical expressions derived from the Usadel equation.
Let us first investigate the slow rotating magnetization case,
which results in clearer conclusions through the analytics
and then discuss the helical magnetization which demands
numerics. Considering a slow rotating magnetization q < 1
and setting x = 0 in the solutions (36) we arrive at the
following current density and Cooper pair wave function:


π dF2
2h0 dF
Jx (y) =
Qy
(41)
N
sin
φ
+
0
2e γ 2 RN
α

U (y) =



h0 dF
φ
T  | |csch(kn dF /2)

+
Qy . (42)
cos
4γ n
2
α
ωn2 + | |2

φ±nπ
The current density vanishes at y/WF = 2qh
α, where
0 dF
n = 0,±1,±2, . . . while the zeros of U (y) appear at y/WF =
φ±mπ
α where m = ±1,±3, . . . . The extra zeros in the
2qh0 dF
current density can be understood by noting the circulating form of quasiparticle paths which cancel each other
φ±nπ
at n = 0,±2,±4, . . . . Therefore, at y/WF = 2qh
α, n =
0 dF
±1,±3, . . . provided that −1/2 < y/WF < +1/2 the current
density and U (y) both vanish, which determines the location
of normal core of each vortex.
Next, we consider the more complicated case where the
magnetization follows the pattern given in Eq. (33). In this
case, we obtain the current density and U (y) as follows:


π dF2
2h0 dF
sin Qy
(43)
Ny sin φ +
Jx (y) =
2e γ 2 RN
α

and



h0 dF
φ
T  | |csch(kn,y dF /2)

+
sin Qy ,
cos
4γ n
2
α
ωn2 + | |2

= 2|ωn |/D + (2h0 cos Qy/α)2 .
(44)

U (y) =
kn,y

To determine the location of proximity vortices, we have now
normalized the current density and U (y) by their maximum
values: Jmax and Umax . Figure 4 exhibits the normalized
current density and U (y) at the middle of junction x = 0 as
a function of location along the junction width y for three
different rotation degrees: q = 0.2π, 0.4π, and 0.6π . The
junction length is assumed dF = 0.35ξS , h0 = 6.0π , and
0

10

J (y) −2
J max10
−4

100
10

U (y)
−2
U max10

q = 0.2π
q = 0.4π
q = 0.6π

−4

10
−0.5

−0.3

−0.1

0

0.1

0.3

0.5

y/W F
FIG. 4. Current density J (y) and the absolute value of the Cooper
pair wave function U (y), normalized by their maximum values, as
a function of y coordinate along the junction width at the middle of
junction x = 0 (see Fig. 1) for three different magnetization rotation
parameter q = 0.2π,0.4π , and 0.6π . The superconducting phase
difference is set fixed at φ = π/2 and the magnetization intensity
is equal to h0 = 6.0π .
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the superconducting phase difference φ = π/2. As seen, the
rotation degree of magnetization can change the sign of current
density and induces proximity vortices in addition to the other
parameters h0 , dF , and φ, which can alter the patterns. The
current density shows extra zeros compared to U (y) due to
the cancellation process described above. The vertical lines
indicate the location of proximity vortices’ core where U (y)
and current density vanish both. Notice that a proximity vortex
can move along the junction simply by modulating the phase
different φ. In other words, the proximity induced vortices do
not necessarily reside along the junction width in a symmetric
fashion with respect to y = 0.
Finally, we note that our results on the Josephson current
and proximity vortices can be also valid in the Eilenberger
limit with more sophistication in final expressions [40,42].
These complications arise due to the quasiballistic motion
and multiple Andreev reflections at the topological insulatorsuperconductor interfaces. On the other hand, diffusive regime
allows for highly simplifying and transparent calculations.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
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